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Assumption: Sustainability depends upon the
capacity of individuals and groups to act to
protect and transform society.
Aim: This project aims to increase the capacity
of institutions, communities and individuals to
frame and act on sustainable futures, which
they construct through images, visions, stories,
scenarios, models and other representations.
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Sustainable Development, University of Lincoln
RQ: In what ways may awareness of anticipation
and self-modified images of the future, enable
more effective change processes for social
transformations?
RQ: Can the capacity to investigate relevant
contexts in depth and to be able to articulate
alternative possible futures, empower people to
reframe futures in their own terms?
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My assumptions
• Society creates its own futures, they are not pre-determined
(ontological emergence)
• There are many possible futures (Futures Studies
epistemology)
• Not all futures are equal (Critical Futures Studies)
• The future cannot be predicted, but futures can be imagined,
explored and learnt from (value of Futures Studies)
• Social action creates futures; creating better futures is a
responsibility of humankind, including me. (Interpretation and
decisions to act reflect values)
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Assumptions
Anticipation is existential;
all living things anticipate
Anticipation is causal
Accurate
Anticipation can
be difficult,
especially about
the future
(after Niels Bohr
etc.)

Robert Rosen

So

Summary – propositions
• The coherence of societies is socially constructed
• This has implications for the professional ethics of futures
studies
• The human disposition to act on anticipation is causal
• Anticipation of changes in value has power and is fragile to
corruptions in (anticipatory) modelling relations
• Aspiration is a future cultural fact that has valence and is
essential to human emancipation, but is not equally shared
• Social change is produced by and accompanied by changes in
anticipation
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For those in a hurry
to leave

Communities* only exist as
communities because they share a
sense of their future.
Anticipation is a defining
characteristic of living entities,
including communities.
(* n.b. “community” is a broad descriptor of
groups of people with shared values)
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Constructing futures
Slow futures…

Constructing futures: A social constructionist perspective
on foresight methodology (Fuller and Loogma, 2009)
[Meaningful] Knowledge is produced through interactions
between people
The paper concludes:
Foresight is both a social construction and a mechanism for
social construction.
It is easy to produce symbols of possible futures and in doing so
make claims to knowledge about the future. Foresight
methodologies that produce symbols without regard to intersubjective meaning neither anticipate nor produce futures”.
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Methodological implications …
Robust claims to knowledge in Futures Studies explicitly reflect critically on:
•

•
•
•
•

Constructions of time within
the context of the specific
study.
Power manifest in
representational choice
Performative power of
symbolic representations
Mode by which domain
knowledge is produced
Meaning generated by the
community that engages, and
what performative power such
engagement has

Fuller, T., & Loogma, K. (2009). Constructing Futures; a
social constructionist perspective on foresight
methodology. Futures; Journal of Policy, Planning and
Futures Studies, 41(2).

•

•
•

•
•

Degree to which the production of
meaning must be embedded in its
constituency, in relation to the
responsibility taken for subsequent
actions
Performative power of social
discourse and challenges to self and
community identity
Dominant discourses and languages
through which participation in the
generation of knowledge actually
occurs
Interaction between knowledge and
action
Values that accompany the
interpretation of meaning

But more generally in practice…
Futures are socially constructed through interaction, producing
emergent artefacts, meaning, regularities and structures.
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Anticipation

Anticipatory systems
“An anticipatory system is a
natural system that contains an
internal predictive model of itself
and of its environment, which
allows it to change state at an
instant in accord with the model’s
predictions pertaining to a later
instant”
(Rosen 1985, p341).
Rosen, R. (1985). Anticipatory systems : philosophical, mathematical and
methodological foundations. Oxford: Pergamon.
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Anticipation as process…
… mediates (between)
knowledge and action,
and hence has causal
power.
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Output

Anticipatory systems involve action
(via Effectors)
Simple cognition or inference or
prediction without action is not
an anticipatory system. It is, at
best, anticipation (not a
system).
The natural disposition to
evaluate and act on
anticipations causes change.

Action

Stability

Instability

Anticipatory
Judgement
of future
value

One cannot understand change
without appreciating anticipatory
systems
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Anticipatory systems involves judgement
Action
(via Effectors)
“The character of a predictive model
assumes almost an ethical character
even in a purely abstract context.

We might even say that the models
embodied in an anticipatory system
are what comprise its individuality;
what distinguish it uniquely from
other systems.
As we have seen, a change in these
models is a change of identity…”
(Robert Rosen et al., 2012, p370)
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Stability

Instability
Anticipatory
Judgement
of future
value
Rosen 1985, p72

Transforming society

Emergence approach to social structure
and transformation
Theorizing social structure from an emergentist perspective provides an
explanation of structural change – of changes in norms over time –as
occurring through human agency.
Agential causal powers include the individual’s capacity and capability to
act, their recognition of alternative practices to the norm and the stabilizing
effects of the social institution in which this relational action takes place.
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(Critical Realist) Causality
Bhaskar’s causal powers theory separates the concept of real causal power
and actual causation. Actual causation can be caused by combinations of
real causal powers.
…real causal powers with ‘relatively enduring structures and mechanisms’
that are ‘nothing other than the ways of acting of things’ [and these things]
‘are complex objects in virtue of which they possess an ensemble of
tendencies, liabilities and powers’(Bhaskar 1975:50-1)
What we observe empirically is the outcome of interacting causal powers.
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Dispositional Realism
‘Dispositional realism’ refers to any theory of dispositions that
claims that an object has a disposition in virtue of some state or
property of the object. (Borghini and Williams 2008:23)
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Dispositional Realism (2)
• .. is a specific form of modal realism. Modal realism takes the
realist position that entities have disposition, i.e. causal powers
that are transcendental from the particular actual world context
in which they are observed as being situated.
• Modal realism is epistemically consistent with alternative
futures, a world of possibilities, where there are other
possibilities than what exists now, and so this world could be
different”. (Bhaskar and Hartwig 2010:66). For Bhaskar, modal
realism is indispensable for concrete utopianism and for human
freedom
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Prospection is natural
“…the representation of possible
futures, is a ubiquitous feature of the
human mind…[…]

… a central organizing feature of
perception, cognition, affect,
memory, motivation, and action….

… involves no backward causation
[…] it is guidance not by the future
itself but by present, evaluative
representations of possible future
states

… navigation into the future is seen
as a core organizing principle of
animal and human behavior.”

Seligman, M. E., Railton, P., Baumeister, R. F., &
Sripada, C. (2013). Navigating Into the Future
or Driven by the Past. Perspectives on
Psychological Science, 8(2), 119-141.
Gilbert, D., & Wilson, T. (2007). Prospection:
Experiencing the future. Science, 351, 1351–
1354.

Dispositional anticipation
If, as Rosen, Gilbert (2007), Seligman and others assert,
anticipation (or prospection) is existential, that it is a
characteristic of ‘life itself’, then anticipation can be described as
a disposition. Perhaps more specifically, prospection and acting
upon anticipations is dispositional.
Acting on moral judgement is the affective system – human
emotion… our values serve to ‘orient and move us’. The affective
system involves ‘attention, perception, memory, inference and
action-readiness in a coordinated way’ (Railton 2016, p24).
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Prospection
and norms

• Morality and social norms, as with laws
and technologies add structure to the
future, making otherwise unavailable
actions and outcomes possible (Railton
2016:22).
A causal force is implied:
• ‘To want to take an action because we
the idea of future benefits
like the idea of what that action might
or costs which regulates or
yield, even if that is remote in time or
motivates action
novel in character.’ (p. 21).
• ‘In a sense, the future’ is a ‘product of
collective imagination and agreement.
The Group imagines it together […]
people in the group cooperate to
In M. E. P. Seligman, P. Railton, R. F.
Baumeister, & C. Sripada (Eds.),
impose their collective imagination on
Homo prospectus, New York:
Oxford University Press.
top of some physical or anticipated
facts’ (Baumeister 2016)
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Action

Hypothesis:
Anticipation is a ‘causal
mechanism’ in the
process of emergence

Stability

Instability

Anticipatory
Judgement
of future
value

The natural disposition to
anticipate is causal in
social change
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Action

Emergence of social change
Stability

Proposition; The anticipation of greater value arising
from emergent practices or properties tends towards
a destabilizing of the norm, and transforming to
another stabilized state. The anticipation of reduced
value, as threats or loss, leads to action that conserve
stable practices
Social institutions, suggests Elder-Vass, are not
entities, but properties of social groups and that ‘each
member of the group that enacts normative practices
holds a normative belief endorsing the practice’
(Elder-Vass 2008, p290).
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Instability

Anticipatory
Judgement
of future
value

Power
Power arises from the assertion and maintenance of particular
norms. Normativity and ethical choice are culturally political
phenomena.
Anticipation has causal power in the politics of ethical choice
because it is a mode of action that makes judgements.
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Social structure is causal
The anticipatory mode of
normative judgement is material
in the stabilizing and
transformation of human society.

The casual power of anticipatory
inferences relates to the internal
model that “the system” holds of
itself in its environment.
The ethics of such a model are likely
to be group-related, rather than
related to the global human
condition and therefore almost
certainly suboptimal for humanity.
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What can we do, what should
we do?
Without a conception of “ought”, there could be no guide
to politics’ (Rosen et al. 2012, p1)

Anticipation of “desirable” and
“undesirable regions”
The choice of what is desirable or
undesirable, Rosen said, represents “a
kind of constraint added from the
outside, and enters into the planning
process in an equally weighty fashion as
does the model M and the effector
system E”
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Output

But …
• “Desirable and undesirable
regions” is an example of
(ontological)
consequentialism

Any statement of “ought” will
fail because freedom means
you can act regardless to
consequences (e.g. Hume)

• Reflexive Anticipation as a
mode of knowing (and acting)
is deontological

Duty of care for the future – but
who sanctions? (e.g. Kant,
Scruton)

What don’t we know, what should we know?
What should we do and for what reasons?
• My stance is that the future is emergent, it is not determined.
Being emergent means it is produced by multiple interacting
causes, which have not connected in such ways before. It is
complex. Greater inter-connectivity produces effects that are
‘Post-Normal’
• Caring for the future is therefore an imperative, a responsibility
and a duty… which are ethical values and in contrast with
complete freedom and individual (short term) gain
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A word on the responsibility of
futurists
“The contemporary imperative of responsibility requires that
responsibility be adequate to the sphere of influence. This very
reasonable demand, however, moves ethics from the tangible
sphere of spatially delimited rights and duties to compatriots and
contemporaries, towards the open and unlimited realm of beings
and organisms unborn and unknowable…
…Our moral duty, […] is to ensure the future of Being and human
spontaneity.”
Barbara Adam (2011) Towards a Twenty-First-Century Sociological Engagement with the Future,
Insights Vol4, 11, University of Durham Institute of Advanced Study
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Social construction: re-adjusting perspectives

Socio-cultural ‘human’
worlds: what it means to be
human and massively intersubjective

Natural Worlds: what it
means to control nature,
as if humans had no
inter-subjectivity
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Re-adjusting perspectives of futures thinking
• What we can know
• What we can’t know

• Our responsibilities
• Anticipatory effects

Knowledge
about futures
Security of our knowledge
Scenarios
Images
Trends
Horizon Scanning
Environmental analysis
Risk analysis

Relationships
with futures
Security of our ethics
Governance
Consequences of actions
Freedom, agency, identity
Moral philosophy, values in practice
Affect e.g. hopes and fears
Imagination, Aspiration, Anticipation
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Ethics of possibility (Appadurai)
The ethics of probability are
ways of thinking, feeling and
acting that flow out of “an
avalanche of numbers […]
diagnosis, counting and
accounting […] profiting from
disaster, corruption, insecurity,
[…] as a new branch of
capitalist speculation”

Ethics of possibility: “ways of
thinking, feeling and acting that
increase the horizon of hope,
that expand the field of
imagination, that produce
greater equity in […] the
capacity to aspire”.
Appadurai 2013, p295

Inference…
“Ethics of probability” needs to be replaced by an “ethics of
possibility”
Increasing the capacity to aspire
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What can we do?

Giving ‘voice’ and imagining possibilities
Empowered to exercise "voice“, regularly and effectively so as to
enhance the capacity to aspire draw on the habit of imagining
possibilities, rather giving in to the probabilities of externally
imposed change
Imagining possible futures, concrete in their immediacy as well
as expansive in their long-term horizons, inevitably thrives on
communicative practices that extend one's own cultural horizons.
Appadurai (2013, 213)
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Ethics in futures studies …of
Probability1

Possibility2

• Tacit, silent futures
• Rhetorical token futures
• Taken for granted futures
• Official Future
• Fake Futures

• Open futures
• Teach the Future
• Futures Literacy

1. See e.g. Gough 1990, Hicks 2008, Van der Heijden,
1996

•
•
•
•
•

Proactive futures mind-set
Personal resilience
Reframing
Imagining
Creating

2. See e.g. Adams and Groves 2007, Pouru and
Wilenius 2018, Miller 2018, Bishop and Strong 2010

Open questions for open futures…
In what ways is it possible to harness the causal powers of
anticipation as a stimulus to transformational practices in ethical
ways?
How might an appropriate and ethical Influence on the inferential
modality of societies and organisations maintain a critical as well
as normative approach to the construction of a sense of
achievable possibilities?
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Summary – propositions
The coherence of societies is socially constructed
This has implications for the professional ethics of futures studies
The human disposition to act on anticipation is causal
Anticipation of changes in value has power and is fragile to
corruptions in (anticipatory) modelling relations
Aspiration is a future cultural fact that has valence and is
essential to human emancipation, but is not equally shared
Social change is produced by and accompanied by changes in
anticipation
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Todo: co-create relational meaningful
futures
Co-constructing and
disseminating meaningful
narratives of the possible,
extending cultural horizons, but
not “cut away” (Gergen, 1999)
from social relations and action

Co-constructing critical
reflexive capacity
Reveal Anticipation Processes
through theory, examples and
practices, as an explicit
powerful relational causal
mechanism in society

Communities only exist as
communities because they share
a sense of their future.
Anticipation is a defining
characteristic of living entities,
including communities.
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Go co-create!

